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Abstract 

Lack of effective alert management technique to verify, identify and prioritize alerts is a 

well-known problem that severely degrades the worthiness of Intrusion Detection Systems 

(IDSs). IDSs often appear problematic because of triggering huge number of non-interesting 

alerts which diminish the value and urgency of interesting alerts. An average commercial IDS 

reports tens of thousands alerts per day. Analysts rarely look at the voluminous alerts until a 

sign is reported by other security means because it is laborious and challenging task to 

identify interesting alerts. Alerts evaluated in this manner are often unverified, mis-

prioritized, misinterpreted, ignored, misclassified, delayed and are given undue attention. So 

far none of the current alert management techniques appear to be effective. 

In this paper, we present our approach to verify, identify and prioritize alerts based on 

post processing of alerts. Central to our approach is the computation of new alert metrics in 

order to further describe and understand interestingness of alerts. We synergized Alert 

Verification and Alert Prioritization techniques to build an effective alert management 

technique. Our approach gives superior results when compared to other alert management 

techniques.  

Keywords: Improving Alert Quality; New Alert Metrics; Alert Classification; Intrusion 

Detection Systems 

1. Introduction 

IDSs provide an extra layer of defense to computer networks. IDSs look for evidence of 

malicious behaviors by inspecting network activities and should there be manifestation of a 

possible security violation, IDSs generate alerts or alarms. IDSs generate alerts to notify 

analysts in order to make the necessary actions. 

Unfortunately, all types of IDSs, including both signature and the anomaly based IDSs, 

have not lived up to their promise because they face critical challenges that degrade their 

effectiveness. They generate overwhelming amounts of alerts, some reporting thousands of 

alerts daily [1-3]. These alerts are unsorted, unverified, noisy and dirty. And most of the alerts 

are false alerts resulting from non-existing intrusions thereby diminishing the value and 

urgency of interesting alerts. Evaluating and analyzing raw alerts manually is error prone, 

resource consuming (time, skills, memory and storage) and challenging laborious task. Due to 

this, analysts rarely look at these alerts until a break in has been detected by other equally 

entrusted means such as firewalls thus making IDS more of a tool used after a break in has 

been reported. IDSs appear problematic and their usefulness is disregarded by many analysts. 

In addition, IDSs are nowadays vulnerable to Alert Flooding attacks where IDSs produce high 
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number of alerts with no valid reasons [4-5]. Alert flooding attack presents another challenge 

to IDSs that is not likely to be solved anytime soon. 

According to Pietraszek and Axel [2], identifying and separating alerts has always been 

challenged because of the following reasons: Owing to the harsh real time requirements and 

high speed networks, IDSs hardly analyze the contexts of all activities to determine the 

presence of intrusions. 

 Many IDSs use general signatures that hardly capture all variations of known attacks 

hence difficult to differentiate legitimate activities from the illegitimate ones. Writing 

specific detection signatures is often very difficult.  

 Events that are normal in certain environments may be malicious in others.  

 Other reasons are: Poor alerts and events correlation rules; Absence of holistic view of 

security environment; Availability of attacking tools to fool the IDS to generate huge 

number of alerts. 

The present alert management techniques are ineffective and offer little help to analysts 

because of the nature of alerts. We identified alert classification as one of the most practical 

approaches to deliver quality alerts to analysts. It assigns related alerts into predefined classes 

according to alerts contents. We studied alert classification techniques contained in the works 

of [2-3, 5-8] and however noted some weaknesses where alerts are misclassified, unverified, 

misinterpreted, ignored, delayed and mis-prioritized. We made the following key 

observations after carefully studying several alert classification methods:  

i. Alerts are often misinterpreted, misclassified or ignored and given undue attention 

because alerts features provides basic and elementary information that inadequately 

describe alerts in terms of their interestingness (Alerts are often processed according to 

their contents). Additional information describing alerts in a better way is needed. In 

our approach, we use new alert metrics to define alerts by their relevance, severity, 

frequency and source confidence. 

ii. Analysts who review the alerts regularly are in better positions to identify and tell the 

sources (sensors) that are well known for generating high numbers of true alerts as well 

as sources (sensors) that are well known for generating high numbers of false alerts. 

This is possible because alerts are usually linked to their sources (sensors). Thus, the 

confidence of sensors generating alerts is deemed important when processing the alerts 

in our approach. 

iii. Raw alerts are a mixture of all sorts of alerts: unverified, true and false alerts. The 

nature of alerts often makes analysts loose confidence in them. The validity and 

interestingness of an alert is not fully reflected by the values explicitly contained on its 

attributes. There is need to verify the validity of alerts in order to link them to known 

vulnerabilities. For example, an alert reporting intrusion on Microsoft Internet Explorer 

should be raised in a window based environment and not in Linux environment. 

iv. The present Alert classifiers only label alerts either as true or false and do not perform 

other equally important tasks such as prioritize the alerts. In our approach, we perform 

alert prioritization when classifying alerts.  

To build an effective alert management technique, we synergized alert verification and 

alert history. Alert verification technique verifies the validity of the raised alerts and improves 

the quality of alerts using vulnerability assessment data by reducing the unnecessary noisy 

alerts. The Alert History keeps profiles of the most frequent interesting alerts and non-

interesting alerts. We used the Alert Classification Tree to build the predefined classes of our 

alert classifier.  Our approach verifies, identify and prioritize alerts thus delivering quality 

alerts for analysts to quickly spot the urgent and interesting alerts. We conducted experiments 

with the purpose of demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed approach.  
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes basic concepts of alert management. 

In Section 3, we propose a method to verify, classify and prioritize alerts. Section 4 presents 

the empirical results and discussion. Section 5 concludes this paper. 
 

2. Basic Concepts of Alert Management 
 

2.1. Alert Structure 

IDSs produce an alert or alarm immediately after detecting a malicious activity. Usually, 

an alert contains several features including: Sensor Id; Alert Id; Date and Time the alert 

occurred;  Rule generating the alert; Source IP Address; Destination IP Address; Source Port; 

Destination Port; Severity and Classification. Below is a sample alert from Snort. 

 
 
2.2. Nature of Raw Alerts 

IDSs indiscriminately generate voluminous number of different alerts with a slight 

deviation from normal event or behaviour. Indeed, owing to the difficulty of having specific 

signatures, IDSs generate voluminous alerts. These raw alerts are a mixture of non-redundant, 

similar, unrelated, relevant, non-relevant, true alerts, false alerts, frequent, non-frequent, 

interesting, non-interesting, severe and non-severe alerts. 

 
2.3. Overview of Alert Management Approach 

IDSs produce an alert immediately after detecting a malicious activity. These alerts 

according to Pietraszek and Axel [2] are passed to analysts to process and later identify the 

true alerts (see Figure 1).Usually, the analysts use their knowledge to distinguish true alerts 

from false alerts, a task that could be frustrating and time consuming when dealing with huge 

volumes of alerts. After identifying the true alerts, the analysts may investigate the intrusion, 

identify and fix the problem causing the alert, and or modify IDS signatures to filter out the 

non-interesting alerts. True alerts are always mixed with redundant, irrelevant and false alerts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Overview of Alert Management [13] 

Sept 22 00:12:39 2013 mysensor1 [auth.alert]  snort[8317]: [1:2003:12] SQL Worm propagation  

attempt [Classification: Misc Attack]  [Priority: 2]:  {UDP} 202.163.16.209:1298 -> 192.168.1. 5:1434 
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3. Proposed Approach 

To tackle the earlier discussed problems associated with the current alert management 

techniques, our approach verify alerts; compute new alert metrics; classify alerts and 

prioritize alerts. Our framework of how raw alerts from IDSs are verified, identified and 

prioritized is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Alert Processing Framework 

Our Approach is Described Here Below: 

i. IDS detects an intrusion and issues an alert 

ii. Alerts are received and stored in Alert Collection (in IDMEF format). Important 

features of alerts are extracted. 

iii. Extracted alert information is compared with most frequent interesting alerts and non-

interesting alerts stored in Alert History. If a match is found, then it means the alert 

has been verified by passive alert verification and the alert is placed in one of the 12 

classes of Alert Classifier and prioritized. If a match is not found, the alert extracted 

information is verified by active alert verification. 

iv. Alert extracted information is compared with Enhanced Vulnerability Assessment 

data in order to compute new alerts metrics: Relevance; Severity; Frequency; and 
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Alert Source Confidence. Alerts showing to show no similarities with assessment 

data are deleted. 

v. The verified alerts are classified into one of the 12 predefined classes of Alert 

Classifier. 

vi. Alerts contained in 12 classes are further classified into 2 super classes : Interesting 

Alerts Super Class and Non Interesting Alerts Super Class. 

vii. Alerts contained in the super classes are ranked according to their alert class 

priorities.There are four categories of Alert Priorities: Highest Priority for Ideal 

Interesting Alert; Medium High Priority for Partial Interesting Alerts; Medium Low 

Priority for Partial Non Interesting Alerts; and Lowest Priority for Ideal Non 

Interesting Alerts. 

viii. Alert history data is updated with necessary changes about the most frequent 

interesting alerts and non-interesting alerts. 

Analysts are able to view alerts in terms of alert interestingness and priorities base on 

option of correcting the Alert History data along with Alert Classifier in case any alert 

misclassification is identified and can correct any network configurations if detected. 

 

3.1. Alert Collection 

It receives and stores raw alerts (IDMEF format) in an alert relational database for further 

analysis. The raw alerts are a mixture of redundant, similar, relevant, irrelevant, true alerts, 

false alerts, frequent, non-frequent, severe and non-severe alerts. Important alert features are 

extracted for further analysis. 

 

3.2. Alert Verification 

It is advocated as an important tool to reduce noise in the alert system [9-10]. Noisy alerts 

usually degrade the quality of IDS performance. This process differentiates alerts resulting 

from successful from those of failed intrusion attempts. It is argued as the only surest way to 

rule out whether an intrusion is real or not. An accurate alert verification eliminates alerts 

representing failed intrusions thereby reducing alert load and ensures that only quality alerts 

are being dealt with. We used two types of alert verification. 

 

1)  Active Alert Verification using Enhanced Vulnerability Assessment data 

Alerts undergo active alert verification using vulnerability assessment data if they are not 

reflected in the alert history. Vulnerability assessment is the use vulnerability scanner, a 

proactive technique, to determine the security loop holes and potential vulnerabilities in a 

network [9, 11]. We prepared Enhanced Vulnerability Assessment data by integrating 

vulnerability assessment data together with network resource data gathered from our network 

in order to have a comprehensive picture of all vulnerabilities existing in the network. It 

contained: vulnerable services, protocol and applications. 

The main purpose of active alert verification is to know the alerts worthy for further 

processing. It is indisputable fact that the basic alert features such as source IP, source port 

and timestamp provide low level, inadequate, and unreliable alert information that do not 

fully describe alerts thereby making them prone to being misclassified, misinterpreted, 

ignored or delayed. Improving the quality of alerts is the most practical way of addressing 

issues of alert management. Our approach computes the new alert metrics as alerts undergo 

alert verification process to fully describe alerts in terms of their relevancy, frequency, alert 

source confidence and severity. Analysts can use their knowledge to occasionally verify the 

new alerts metrics. The four metrics are computed together starting with Alert Relevance, 
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followed by Alert Severity, Alert Frequency and Alert Source Confidence. The metrics are 

discussed here below: 

Alert Relevance: This metric measures the interestingness, importance and soundness of an 

alert. Alert relevance is either High or Low meaning an alert with High relevance value are 

regarded as Relevant while those with Low relevance value are regarded as Non Relevant. 

We compute the alert relevance by measuring the degree of similarity between alert data and 

Enhanced Vulnerability Assessment data since both data contain similar data types as alerts 

undergo alert verification process. 

Alert Severity: this metric measure the degree of undesirable effect associated with alert’s 

intrusion. It measures how severe an intrusion is. The alert severity is either High or Low 

meaning an alert with High severity can cause a higher degree of damage and is regarded as 

Severe Alert while the one with Low Severity is regarded as Non Severe. 

Alert Frequency: It counts the number of alerts (with common features) occurring in a given 

period of time because an attack can trigger numerous similar alerts. An alert sharing features 

with others previously alerts belonging to a particular group whose count exceeds a dynamic 

frequency threshold is regarded to have high frequency hence Frequent Alert while an alert 

belonging and sharing features with a particular group whose count is below a dynamic 

frequency threshold is regarded to have low frequency hence Non Frequent Alert. 

Alert Source Confidence: This metric is based on alert observations made by analysts on 

individual IDS sources (sensors) generating alerts. Analysts who review the alerts regularly 

can tell the sensors well known for generating high numbers of interesting alerts as well those 

sensors generating high numbers of non-interesting alerts. This is possible because the alerts 

are usually linked to their sensors by sensor Ids. This metric measures the confidence of 

sensors to output alerts of what they are known for in the recent past. To get better confidence 

value, the sensors must use the latest signatures which are frequently updated because well-

tuned sensors have a high probability of capturing real intrusions thus low number of non-

interesting alerts. This metric is most useful in networks with multiple IDS sensors and with 

their knowledge, analysts occasionally verify this metric.  
 
2)  Passive Alert Verification using Alert History  

Alert History keeps profiles of the frequent alerts (interesting alerts and non-interesting 

alerts) that are reported in the recent past. Alert history is useful in two ways: 

 Alerts are passively verified if they are reflected in Alert History. Alert History keeps 

profiles of the frequent alerts that are reported in the recent past thereby saving the 

resources associated with active alert verification process. Alert History ensures not all 

alerts are subjected to the unnecessary active alert verification process that degrades 

IDSs performance.  

 Assist in the classification of similar alerts. 

The reason why we keep Alert History is based on observations made by Julisch [12] that: 

Large group of alerts have a common root cause. Most alerts are triggered by only a few 

signatures and if a signature has triggered many alerts over longer periods of time, it is also 

likely to do so in the near future generating many similar alerts with same features. Vaarandi 

[1] in his work concludes that more than 85% of alerts are produced by 10 most prolific 

signatures.  

3.3. Alert Classification Tree 

We constructed an Alert Classification Tree (see Figure 3) based on new alert metrics 

previously discussed. This tree forms the basis for predefining classes for Alert Classifier. 

The tree is easily converted to classification rules. The tree handles high dimensional data 
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with ease and represents alert information in an intuitive form which human can easily 

assimilate. Alert classification tree is fast and simple to use because a path of alert can be 

traced from the root to a leaf node within the tree. When constructing the tree, we followed a 

top-down approach starting with attribute that is deemed to be of great significance. We used 

attribution selection measures to determine the order of importance of our metrics. Alert 

Relevance is considered to be of greatest significance. Alert Severity is the second most 

important metric. Alert Frequency and Alert Source Confidence are chosen in that order. We 

chose to prune and exclude Alert Severity in Non Relevant Alerts in our Alert classification 

tree because it is deemed unnecessary and has little significance. 

3.4. Alert Classifier 

We developed an Alert Classifier based on Alert Tree. The Alert Tree helps to deduce and 

build 12 predefined alert classes for alert classification. In order to improve the results of 

classifier, the Alert History simplifies classification of similar reported alerts in the recent 

past accordingly. Each alert can only belong to one of the 12 classes. We derived the 

following classification rules from the Alert Classification Tree for the 12 predefined classes: 

Rule 1: If Relevance=High AND Severity=High AND Frequency=High and Alert Source 

Confidence =High THEN Alert belongs to Class 1. 

Rule 2: If Relevance=High AND Severity=High AND Frequency=High and Alert Source 

Confidence =Low THEN Alert belongs to Class 2. 

Rule 3: If Relevance=High AND Severity=High AND Frequency=Low and Alert Source 

Confidence =High THEN Alert belongs to Class 3. 

Rule 4: If Relevance=High AND Severity=High AND Frequency=Low and Alert Source 

Confidence =Low THEN Alert belongs to Class 4. 

Rule 5: If Relevance=High AND Severity=Low AND Frequency=High and Alert Source 

Confidence =High THEN Alert belongs to Class 5.  

Rule 6: If Relevance=High AND Severity=Low AND Frequency=High and Alert Source 

Confidence =Low THEN Alert belongs to Class 6. 

Rule 7: If Relevance=High AND Severity=Low AND Frequency=Low and Alert Source 

Confidence =High THEN Alert belongs to Class 7.  

Rule 8: If Relevance=High AND Severity=Low AND Frequency=Low and Alert Source 

Confidence =Low THEN Alert belongs to Class 8. 

Rule 9: If Relevance=Low AND Frequency=High and Alert Source Confidence =High THEN 

Alert belongs to Class 9.  

Rule 10: If Relevance=Low AND Frequency=High and Alert Source Confidence =Low 

THEN Alert belongs to Class 10.  

Rule 11: If Relevance=Low AND Frequency=Low and Alert Source Confidence =High 

THEN Alert belongs to Class 11.  

Rule 12: If Relevance=Low AND Frequency=Low and Alert Source Confidence =Low 

THEN Alert belongs to Class 12.  

To determine the interestingness of alert (classes), we identified some unique 

characteristics distinguishing interesting alerts from non-interesting alerts. The key 

component of an interesting alert is that it must be Relevant meaning all relevant alerts are 

interesting alerts. While the key component of non-interesting alert is that it must be Non 

Relevant meaning Non Relevant alerts. In our approach, we regard all Non Interesting Alerts 

as Non Severe. 
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3.5. Supper Classification 

Alerts contained in the above twelve classes are further sorted out and classified into two 

super classes according to their interestingness.  The super classes are: Interesting Alert super 

class and Non Interesting Alert super class.  
1)  Interesting Alerts Super Class 

We treat all alert classes containing Relevant Alerts as Interesting Alert Classes. Thus all 

classes with Relevant Alerts are Interesting Alert Classes hence form Interesting Alerts Super 

Class. The Interesting Alerts Super Class contains alerts drawn from eight classes namely: 

Class 1; Class 2; Class 3; Class 4; Class 5; Class 6; Class 7; and Class 8. 

2)  Non Interesting Alerts Super Class 

We treat all alert classes containing Non Relevant Alerts as Non Interesting Alert Classes. 

Thus all classes with Non Relevant Alerts are Non Interesting classes hence form Non 

Interesting Super Class. The Non Interesting Alerts Super Class contains alerts drawn from 

four classes namely: Class 9; Class 10; Class 11; Class 12.     

 

 

Figure 3. Alert Tree Diagram 

3.6. Alerts Prioritization 

It helps analysts to quickly identify alerts and act on alerts requiring immediate attention. 

Our approach prioritises alerts into 4 categories: Highest Priority for Ideal Interesting Alerts; 
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Medium High Priority for Partial Interesting Alerts; Medium Low Priority for Partial Non 

Interesting Alerts; and Lowest Priority for Ideal Non Interesting Alerts. 
Prioritizing the Interesting Alerts 

Our approach separates interesting alerts contained in the Interesting Alerts classes into 2 

categories: Ideal Interesting Alerts and Partial Interesting Alerts. Alert Classifier treat all 

relevant alerts as interesting alerts, however, it should be noted that not all interesting alerts 

are ideal interesting alerts. With no doubt any alert that is Severe, Relevant and with high 

source confidence qualifies to be an ideal interesting alert. Ideal Interesting Alerts have the 

highest Priority and alerts come from 2 alert classes: Class 1 and Class 3 (both classes have 

relevant, severe and high source confidence alerts). Partial Interesting Alerts have the 

Medium High Priority and alerts come from 6 alert classes:  Class 2, Class 4, Class 5, Class 6, 

Class 7 and Class 8 (At least these classes have relevant alerts).  

Prioritizing the Non Interesting Alerts 

Our approach separates non interesting alerts into 2 categories: Ideal Non Interesting Alerts 

and Partial Non Interesting Alerts. Alert Classifier treat all non-relevant alerts as non-

interesting alerts, however, it should be noted that not all non-interesting alerts are ideal non 

interesting alerts. Ideal Non Interesting Alerts has Lowest Priority and alerts come from 2 

alert classes: Class 9 and Class 11 (Non Relevant, High Source Confidence). Partial Non 

Interesting Alerts has Medium Low Priority and alerts come from 2 alert classes: Class 10 

and Class 12. 

 

4. Experiment 

Currently there are neither standard performance evaluation tests nor datasets designed for 

methods proposed for verifying, identifying and prioritizing alerts. Therefore, it is extremely 

difficult to compare our results with other similar proposed approaches. 

 

4.1 Overview of experiment setup 

We conducted experiments to generate alert datasets. We used one attacking machine, 4 

target machines installed with Snort sensors and 1 server. We introduced a variety of known 

vulnerabilities such as using old versions of software on the target machines so that the 

corresponding signatures could detect attacks directed on vulnerabilities. A wide range of 

attacks is performed against the target machines by the attacker. The attacks are both severe 

and trivial attacks targeted to exploit known vulnerabilities in order to generate comparable 

alerts in terms of severity, relevance, frequency and source confidence e.g., same attack 

targeting all machines to generate similar alerts needed in computing alert frequency. The 

attacks are run severally and alerts are categorised into four groups. We installed different 

versions of Snort and different signature updates into target machines as attacks were 

performed to produce alerts for better alerts evaluation results. 

We chose Snort 2.8.5.2 as our network IDS because it is robust, flexible and open source to 

generate alert set in for our experiments. We used Nessus 4.2.1 vulnerability scanner to 

generate vulnerability data in our network because of its high quality vulnerability and the 

ease in integration into Snort. We prepared Enhanced Vulnerability Assessment data that 

integrates Nessus’s Vulnerability Assessment data and with Network Resource data (an asset 

database prepared to list all important resources in the network) in order to link local network 

resources to vulnerabilities existing in our network. 

MySql receives and stores alerts from four sensors (Alert Collection Server); keeps Alert 

History; keeps alert sensor data; and Enhanced Vulnerability Assessment data. We also used 
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MySql to keep the profiles of alert sources performance in the recent past of sensors. WEKA 

tools were used to perform alert classification. 

Our system is trained for over two weeks on how to verify, classify and prioritize alerts by 

dividing the datasets into training dataset and testing dataset. The training dataset represented 

30% of total input alerts while testing dataset represented 70% of total input alerts. The 

training and testing datasets is replayed over and again to produce the desired results meaning 

that our system should ideally not decrease the detection rate but should lower the false 

positive rate. This also involved keeping profiles of each sensor for a week tracking the 

maximum and minimum number of alerts as well as the ratio of interesting alerts to non-

interesting alerts. 

 

4.2. Processing Alert 

We tested the usefulness of the new alert metrics and we were surprised to see how they 

recorded an impressive effect on separating alerts. We employed each alert metric 

individually to evaluate their performance. We decided to settle on the four alert metrics to 

represent alert in terms of relevance, severity, frequency and source confidence thus giving 

optimal results. We kept on reviewing the parameters of alert metrics such as frequency 

thresholds to ensure the metrics truly represented the alerts. 

To know importance of alert source confidence, we compared alerts produced from 

different Snort versions and with different updates. We observed that the Snort versions and 

the frequency of updating sensor’s signatures influence the production of alerts. Group 1 has 

the lowest number of alerts because alerts were generated by 4 sensors using versions 2.8.5.2 

of Snort (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Alerts Collected and Verified 

Alerts /Group Group  1  

 

Group 2 Group 3 

 

Group  4 

Alerts Collected 

 (Unverified) 

21564 28945 33855 53452 

Number of alerts verified by 

passive alert verification 

(Alert History) 

4313 5789 6675 4278 

Number of alerts verified by 

active alert verification 

(Enhanced Vulnerability 

Assessment data) 

3795 5570 5301 9187 

Number of Alerts deleted 

during alert verification 

13456 17586 21879 39987 

Group 2 has alerts generated when three sensors used the lastest versions of Snort and one 

sensor with older version. Group 3 contains alerts from two sensors using latest versions of 

Snort while the other two used older versions of Snorts having different signature updates. 

Group 4 contains alerts, generated by alert flooding attacks leading to high number of alerts. 

The unusual number of alerts reported by in Group 4 is detected because of sensor profile 

thus notifying the analysts in time. 

The goal of any alert management system is to have high detection rate and low false 

positive rate. To achieve low positive rate, we reduced the alerts through alert verification 

using Enhanced Vulnerability Assessment data and Alert History data. To ensure our 

vulnerability data was representing the actual vulnerabilities in the network, we manually 

verified whether the Enhanced Vulnerability Assessment data contained the already known 
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vulnerabilities and confirmed that 99% of known vulnerabilities were reflected. This ensured 

that we were not running at risks of ignoring or deleting important alerts whose contents is 

not reflected in the vulnerability data. With alert verification process, unnecessary alerts were 

dropped thereby reducing the alert load thus enabling us to focus on important alerts. At least 

35% of input alerts were deleted meaning our classifier alert load is reduced significantly 

making it more efficient (refer to Table 1). 

To take advantage of previously mined knowledge, our approach opted to use Alert 

History data to verify alerts passively. From the results shown above at least 20% of input 

alerts was verified automatically (alerts are classified directly like other similar previously 

mined alerts) using passive alert verification meaning the classifier alert load is reduced by 

20%. This means our classifier does not need to classify and prioritize alerts already reflected 

in the alert history hence saving the resources such as memory, CPU and time. This is one the 

reasons that made our approach to perform the tasks of alert verification, classification and 

prioritization within a very short time as compared to other approaches. 

We classified alerts without verifying alerts and noted that it took longer time to classify 

alerts and even much longer to identify the urgent alerts. When we manually reviewed the 

alerts classified this way, we noted numerous cases where alerts were misclassified, ignored, 

delayed or misinterpreted and given undue attention. From the test conducted on Group 2 

alert set, we noted that 507 cases of alerts were misclassified meaning some interesting alerts 

were classified as non-interesting alerts and non-interesting alerts were classified as 

interesting alerts, 212 cases of alerts were delayed meaning that all these cases were severe 

and urgent alerts hence they were not given the due attention needed. 303 alerts were 

misinterpreted because their alert data could not tell much about them. These alerts were 

actually severe alerts but were interpreted as non-severe alerts. We also noted that 592 alerts 

were ignored meaning that they appeared as non-interesting alerts but actually were 

interesting alerts. 

Still when dealing with alerts that were not verified, we took 7 hours to manually identify 

the interesting alerts in 5,000 alerts which represent 10% of total alerts from Group 4. This 

means it could have taken us at least 70 hours to manually identify interesting alerts from a 

total of 53,452 alerts. It then took us another four hours to identify the most urgent alerts from 

the interesting alerts (representing 10% of interesting alerts). This means we could have taken 

at least forty hours to identify the urgent interesting alerts. Therefore, it could have taken us at 

least 110 hours to manually identify the interesting alerts and later identify urgent alerts from 

53,452 alerts.  

We used our approach to verify and classify alerts are distributed in the twelve alert classes 

as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Distribution of Alerts in 12 Alert Classes for Simulated Data 
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Alerts contained in the 12 predefined alert classes were further classified into the 2 super 

classes. 
 

 

Figure 5. Interesting Alerts and Non Interesting Alerts for Simulated Data 

From the results see Figure 5 we noted that interesting alerts represented about 10% of 

alerts while 90% were non interesting alerts. This confirms Vaarandi observation [1] that 

false alerts are the majority of alerts and constitutes of 90% of processed alerts. Our method 

separates non interesting alerts enabling analysts to focus more on interesting alerts (10% of 

processed alerts). Our approach eliminated by 98% of cases of misclassification, delay, 

misinterpretation witnessed when alerts were not verified and were manually classified. 

To test the importance of alert prioritization, we sorted the classified alerts manually. Most 

classification just label alerts as true or false but do not provide any further information. It 

could have taken us at least 40 hours to identify urgent alerts when alerts were just classified 

and not prioritized. But when alerts were prioritized it took less than a minute to find urgent 

and interesting alerts from the classified alerts.  
As seen in Figure 6, alerts with the highest priority are the least. These alerts represent 

what analysts must focus on urgently. Alerts with the medium high priority are second least 

from highest priority alerts. They are second important alerts and analysts should focus on 

these alerts too. Alert with medium low priority may either be deleted or not. Alert with 

lowest priority should be treated with least concern and should be deleted immediately. We 

manually reviewed the prioritized alerts and found 98% of alerts were prioritized correctly. 

From alert collection, we observed that raw alerts are a mixture of all sorts of alerts that is 

unverified, frequent, severe, non-severe, true and false alerts. When we classified the alerts 

without computing new alert metrics and with no alert verification, we took us at least 110 

hours to get the urgent and interesting alerts. We conclude that the nature of alerts is likely to 

make analysts lose confidence in alerts. The reason behind this is that the validity and 

interestingness of an alert is not fully reflected by the values explicitly contained on its 

attributes hence the need to verify the alerts in order to link them to known vulnerabilities. 
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Figure 6. Alert Class Priority for Simulated Data 

To validate the simulated data, we decided to use a real world dataset generated by Snort 

IDS in our medium network. The network connects to the Internet through firewalls and to 

the rest of the corporate intranet. The 4 Snort sensors recorded traffic between the Internet 

and the Intranet and triggered alerts for a period of two weeks. We kept on manipulating 

different versions of Snort and different signature updates installed. We recorded 285,647 and 

295,487 alerts for week 1 and week 2 respectively. When alerts were verified, a much similar 

pattern was observed. 20% of alerts were verified passively. Similar to simulated data, at least 

50% of alerts were deleted during alert verification. Similar patterns of how classified and 

prioritize alerts were distributed in simulated data were seen in real world real data.  

(see Figure7 and Figure 8). 

 

 

Figure 7. Distribution of Alerts in 12 Alert Classes for Real World Data 

 

Figure 8. Alert Class Priority for Real World Data 

When compared with other approaches [2-3, 5-8], our approach appears to be superior 

because we recorded high accuracy rate of 90 %, reduced alerts load by over 70% and lower 
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false positive rate. The present proposed alert classifiers only label alerts either as true or false 

and do not perform other equally important tasks such as prioritize the alerts and verifying 

alerts. Our approach presents a key advantage of carrying two tasks at once, that is, alert 

verification and computing new alert metrics hence more efficient. Our approach, takes 

relatively shorter time to verify, classify and prioritize alerts. In our approach, we perform 

alert prioritization when classifying alerts. Our approach combines respective advantages of 

major alert management techniques by synergizing alert classification with alert verification, 

alert history and alert prioritization. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented approach to verify, identify and prioritize alerts. Central to 

this approach is the computation of new alert metrics to further understand alerts in terms of 

their relevancy, severity, frequency and their source confidence. Based on new alert metrics, 

we developed a useful system to help analysts in identifying alerts quickly according to their 

priority and interestingness. We conducted experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

the proposed approach and its performance is superior than other alert management 

techniques. 

As future work we are planning to evaluate the performance of our approach using 

DARPA dataset because our dataset may not be representative for all real world datasets. 

Other future work is to automatically build a comprehensive Enhanced Vulnerability 

Assessment data that is updated on hourly basis to ensure alerts are tagged with correct new 

metrics that truly describe alerts. We also want to improve on how to verify the new alert 

metrics in future. 
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